
elements and how they af fect quality and consistency can make a big dif ference 
for you and your business .  Fundamentally,  there are f ive key components that 
will  impact your glass quality :  price,  process ,  production,  packing and package 
design.

FIRST, LET’S DISCUSS THE PRICE YOU PAY VERSUS THE PL ANT PROFITABILIT Y.

One of my colleagues that spent years as an executive running glass factories 
around the world would of ten say,  “The last thing you want to be is the least 
prof itable customer of a glass factory.” 

A s the purchaser we pride ourselves on demanding low prices and expect that 
production and quality will  be a given. Think again — the metrics that glass 
factories use to determine their prof itability is  called the Pack to Melt ratio. 
The Pack to Melt ratio  is  determined by the amount of glass made from the 
furnace (hot end) and the amount of glass packed out for shipment from the 
warehouse (cold end).  The Pack to Melt ratio  is :  packed out amount of glass / 
produced amount from the furnace = % ef f iciency. 

SO, ONE WOULD ASK, “WHAT IS HAPPENING IN-BETWEEN THAT CAUSES US 
LOSS, THUS DECREASING PROFITABILIT Y PER JOB?”

In a word: everything.  Bad quality,  breakage, structural  defects ,  cosmetic 
defects ,  cooling, decorating, tempering, coatings ,  and the lis t  goes on.  What 
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about glass quality,  so you don’t get shattered.

Glass quality can var y greatly from process to process — 
what appears simple on the outside is much more dynamic 
and complex on the inside.  Understanding some of these key 



most people fail  to realize is that the glass production process is such that ,  with 
even the most modern controls ,  making consistent quality glass is as much an 
art as it  is  a science. 

The price you pay directly corresponds to the Pack to Melt ratio .  The variance 
in between the two has to do with culling defects and determining your quality 
level .  The more defects the factor y packs (and you’re will ing to accept),  the 
more prof itable the job is because we’re not throwing away glass .  So,  i f  you’re 
the low-priced customer, you can bet your job on the fact that you’re going 
to get more defects .

In today ’s modern world,  we assume that all  production environments have 
mastered the magical equation of repeatability of process ,  but with the glass 
conversion process it  varies widely.  Hot side control which is where the glass 
is f lowing as a liquid at 2400 degrees into a mold,  and then blown or pressed 
into a vessel of consumer choice.  There are many variables that can af fect the 
outcome; the furnace controls ,  furnace age, batch controls ,  batch formulas ,  raw 
materials ,  cullet ,  temperature,  and product design. 

REGARDLESS OF THE AMOUNT OF TECHNOLOGY, REPEATABILIT Y OF PROCESS 
CAN ONLY BE MAINTAINED WITHIN A GOD-GIVEN STANDARD DEVIATION.

If  you expect that ever y glass bottle you receive will  be per fect ever y time, there 
is only one way to do that :  throw out the defects .  This will  in turn lower the Pack 
to Melt ratio  and decrease the ef f iciency of the production,  adding costs that 
the factor y must recover.  By nature itself,  bad glass is being made right now.

Since we’re busy in the production environment making bad glass because it  is 
inherent in the process ,  our mission changes to isolating the defects based on 
the agreed to customer specif ication or factor y standard.  We have tweaked all 
the man-made variables and play the game of continually chasing and culling 
based on the best possible Pack to Melt ratio  and customer expectations .  Even 
with modern vision equipment ,  and hi-tech quality control equipment ,  the 
defects keep coming, because glass production is a dynamic age-old process 
that refuses to be controlled.  The point here is that we must set standards that 
are compatible with both our pricing level and the production environment . 

Glass is a messy process and there are lots of chances for things to go wrong. 
Setting Acceptable Quality Levels (AQL’s)  and making sure the production 
team is properly trained can go a long way to f inding the appropriate balance. 
This involves ever y thing from Q.C .  of inbound raw materials ,  cosmetic defects , 
critical  defects ,  corrugated boxes ,  decoration,  etc .  Working closely with your 
glass manufacturer will  reduce defects ,  save you money,  and set the stage for 
a better product for your consumer. 

THE FINAL PACK OUT CAN PL AY A ROLE IN YOUR OVERALL EFFORTS TO 
MAINTAIN QUALIT Y. 

Most of the world produces glass in bulk ,  which eliminates the potential  for 
ever y thing from corrugated dust to chipped f inishes .  The majority of glass 
packed in corrugated boxes is done manually :  human hands fast at work , 
loading glass into cartons and stacking them in specif ied pallet conf igurations . 
Depending on the type of glass bottles or jars you are procuring, this can actually 



be an advantage. Despite technology, the human eye is unique unto itself, 
and can be the f inal check for defects or decoration issues prior to pack out 
the glass in cases . Technology continues to advance but stil l  there are limits 
to what it  can identif y.   Of course,  ever y step in the production process either 
eliminates or adds cost so making this a team ef fort with your supplier usually 
leads to a better product .

WORKING WITH YOUR GL ASS MANUFACTURING PARTNER ON THE 
DESIGN OF YOUR PACK AGING CAN BE IMPORTANT TO HELPING THEM 
HAVE MORE CONTROL AND REPEATABILIT Y IN THE PROCESS AND  
PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENTS.

Not all  glass bottles or jars per form equally from a manufacturability stand 
point .  Depending on your design, the bottles or jars maybe much more 
manufacturable.  Reviewing your design with the manufacturer based on what 
will  be your acceptable AQL’s is  highly recommended. This will  help to ensure 
that your glass manufacturing partner has the right production assets in place 
to make the glass bottles or jars to your specif ications .

Variabilities like light weighing, angles ,  s lopes ,  f inishes ,  color,  and volume all 
play a role in the quality of the product .  Remember, our goal must be to give 
the glass manufacturer the best chance of success because the forces of 
nature are against them before they even start production.

In the end, learning more about the process and engaging professionals who 
can help you will  deliver better results .  The price/ production equation is ver y 
real ,  and it  is  not something that should not be ignored. The glass industr y is a 
global business with ver y modern technology,  controls ,  f inancial  management , 
and innovation.  Despite all  the forces of human inter vention,  the process simply 
has limitations that are inherit  to the age-old process of glass production. 
Setting your expectations correctly and diving in with your supplier will  put 
you in control and save you time and money. 
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